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Abstract

Housing First is a form of permanent supportive housing for chronically homeless consumers with mental health and substance abuse issues. In light of the model’s growing popularity and wide diffusion, researchers and policy makers have identified a need to better understand its critical ingredients and the processes through which they affect consumer outcomes. Researchers used a bottom-up approach to understand the critical ingredients of Housing First within community-based programs. Interviews and focus groups were conducted with 60 informants (staff and consumers) across 4 “successful” Housing First programs. Qualitative analysis demonstrated six program ingredients to be essential: (1) a low-threshold admissions policy, (2) harm reduction, (3) eviction prevention, (4) reduced service requirements, (5) separation of housing and services, and (6) consumer education.
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The Housing First model (HFM) was developed as a form of permanent supportive housing for individuals who are chronically homeless and who have been dually diagnosed with a serious mental illness (SMI) and substance use disorder. This approach to housing is unique because it does not demand abstinence/sobriety, medication compliance, or a significant level of engagement in services. This is in contrast to the “Treatment First” approach followed by the majority of housing programs. The HFM has been demonstrated to lead to a number of positive outcomes for consumers, including high housing retention rates, fewer hospitalizations, higher perceived choice in services, reduced substance use and abuse, and reduced involvement in criminal activity.

Promising results from initial research on the HFM have placed it at the center of federal and local policies aimed at complete elimination of chronic homelessness. An eleven percent drop in chronic homelessness between 2007 and 2010 has been largely explained by...
the national diffusion of the HFM. However, the lack of clear guidelines for replication of the model has led to significant departures in its implementation. This paper describes the critical ingredients of the HFM as identified through a qualitative comparison of four Housing First programs. A better understanding of the critical ingredients of the HFM is an important next step in the development of instruments that can accurately measure the fidelity of HFM implementation.

Housing First versus Traditional Treatment First Approaches

The HFM was first developed in the early 1990s by Pathways to Housing Inc. (hereafter known as Pathways) in New York City as a response to recognized inadequacies in the Treatment First approach. Rather than referring to a specific type of housing, “Treatment First” is a general name for housing programs with policies and practices guided by the biomedical model. As such, Treatment First programs follow a linear/continuum approach in which consumers must earn access to the program by first obtaining sobriety and medication compliance and then agreeing to participate in therapeutic services. Once admitted, consumers are in constant threat of losing housing if/when they have a substance use relapse or refuse to participate in services. If consumers who are experiencing chronic homelessness are able to access Treatment First programming, they often experience difficulty maintaining housing due to mental health symptoms and behaviors that make adjustment to living in highly structured environments difficult.

The HFM refers to a specific type of housing based on the Pathway’s design. In contrast to Treatment First programs, the HFM places low demands on consumers and has been recognized for the relative flexibility of its service structure. This is because the HFM is guided by a human rights approach as opposed to a biomedical one. As such, housing access and stability are the primary goals of the HFM, rather than treatment or recovery. Indeed, the two most common features associated with the HFM are immediate access to housing and high levels of consumer choice with minimal or no demands being placed on the consumer in terms of service participation or abstinence.

Diffusion of the Housing First Model

Adaptations to program models are often made during the implementation process. Previous studies of programs developed to address chronic homelessness have demonstrated that staff frequently possess an incomplete understanding of the practice models being implemented. Both of these issues are problematic considering that modifications to program models, whether at the organizational- or staff-level, make it difficult to (a) assess the degree to which program outcomes are related to the model in question and (b) hold organizations accountable for the programming it claims to have implemented.

Recognizing the need to better understand the HFM in light of its diffusion and adaptation, the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) commissioned Pearson, Locke, and McDonald to conduct a study to identify common features of the HFM through a comparison of Pathways and two similar programs. This research pointed to five general features of Housing First programming that distinguished it from Treatment First housing (Pearson et al. discuss four features in their report however, the authors argue that one of these items represents two distinct features): (1) the direct or nearly direct placement of consumers in housing; (2) not requiring consumers to participate in supportive services; (3) the use of assertive community outreach to engage potential consumers; (4) the use of a harm reduction approach to substance use; and (5) continuing to provide housing and services if consumers leave for short periods of time (typically for hospitalization or incarceration).
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Pearson and colleagues’ findings are important but limited for two reasons. First, their selection of programs based on their similarities to Pathways creates a top-down understanding of the HFM, consequently limiting the theoretical generalizability of their findings to programs that have consciously implemented the HFM developed by Pathways. Second, their findings leave much to question in the way of process (i.e., understanding how these critical ingredients work), as the researchers focused their data collection and analysis on relatively easily observable policies and practices and their associated outcomes. Indeed, Pearson et al. discuss the need for additional research aimed at better understanding the ingredients of Housing First programming critical to its success.

The aim of the current study was to identify the critical ingredients of the HFM in order to inform research seeking to understand how variations in adaptation might affect consumers.

Methods

Researchers employed an integrated study design that combined elements of both case study and grounded theory to compare four Housing First programs located in the same large Midwestern city. The case study method is useful for setting the boundaries of a study (unit of analysis, number of cases), while grounded theory provides a step-by-step process for building emergent theory. The research team collected and compared data from multiple levels within the programs, including administrative interviews and administrative documents, as well as focus groups and individual interviews with staff and consumers. Triangulation of findings from each level within the programs strengthens validity. The primary research questions guiding the study were: (a) What are the critical ingredients of Housing First programming? and (b) How do these ingredients affect consumer outcomes?

This study design addresses the limitations of Pearson et al.’s study previously discussed by not restricting the selection of programs to those strictly following the Pathway’s model. Therefore, researchers conducted a bottom-up investigation of the critical ingredients of the HFM, an approach which allows for findings that have greater theoretically generalizability. It also provides a better understanding of program processes through the collection and analysis of rich qualitative data that is collected from multiple levels of the programs (rather than just the administrative level).

Sampling

Programs/Cases—The research team developed a list of seven Housing First programs for sampling with assistance from local experts (i.e., individuals working closely with the city to provide training and technical assistance to Housing First programs). To be included in this list programs had to: (a) self-designate as Housing First; (b) be considered a strong example of Housing First programming by local experts; and (c) possess four out of the five features of Housing First programming found by Pearson et al. Researchers selected four programs/cases from this list based on the significant degree of differences they had from each other in terms of (a) consumer capacity (program size), (b) population served, (c) years providing Housing First programming, and (d) housing type (single-site or multiple-site). Four cases is the minimum number recommended when using the case study method, and selection based on degree of difference helps to assure that the results will demonstrate the differing extents to which cases reflect the subject of study when the number of cases is small. Table 1 demonstrates the differences that existed between each of the programs.

Informants—The researchers requested management from each of the programs to invite potential informants to focus groups based on their ability to speak knowledgeably about...
organizational policies and practices, and in the case of consumers, their ability to interact in a group setting with minimal difficulty. For interview recruitment, management provided a list of all consumers with a dual diagnosis and a list of all staff that had regular consumer contact as part of their job duties. Informants who participated in focus groups were not excluded from interview selection. Researchers randomly selected informants when there were more than five on a list. At one program the researchers were asked to make an announcement so consumers and staff could choose to be part of the selection process; therefore, research participants were not selected from the entire population at this program. This was not problematic since the primary level of interest was the program, rather than individual staff or consumers.

There were a total of 60 informants. Of these, 19 participated in both a focus group and an interview. There were 4 consumer focus groups (24 total informants), 3 staff focus groups (18 total informants), 21 consumer interviews, and 16 staff interviews. Consumer informants were housed at their current programs for a range of 9 months to 10 years, with an average of 17 months. The time staff informants had worked in their programs ranged from 1 to 20 years with an average of 5 years. Consumers were provided with a $30 grocery store gift certificate for their time, while staff were provided with a $5 coffee shop gift card (staff were provided less incentive because they were working at the time of their interviews, and were thus compensated by their employers). All procedures were approved by the university’s Institutional Review Board.

Data collection procedures

Structured interviews with administrative staff (i.e., upper-level management) were conducted to gain basic information regarding program history, mission, population served, staff composition, and initial implementation of the HFM. Focus groups and individual interviews were semi-structured. The primary purpose of focus groups was to understand program policies, procedures, and practices related to the HFM. Examples of questions include: “What Policies and procedures are essential to Housing First practices within the program?”; “How does your program define consumer success as it relates to Housing First?”; and “What supportive services are offered for consumers?”. The purpose of the interviews was to understand informants’ perceptions of and experiences with the HFM. Examples of questions include: “How do your experiences (as staff or consumer) with your current program compare to your experiences with other programs?”; “What are the most important pieces of the HFM?”; and “How has living/working in the model affected you/your consumers?”.

Data analysis

Data collection and analysis were overlapping, a process referred to as flexible data collection in qualitative research, so incremental learning could guide collection efforts at subsequent levels. The first author conducted all data collection and carried out first and second level analysis with the assistance of NVIVO 8, a qualitative data analysis tool. First, labels were assigned to sections of data in order to break them down into pieces. Themes were then identified both within and across cases as they related to the research questions. Emerging themes were reviewed by and discussed with administration at each agency, local housing experts, and the secondary authors. Sharing developing themes with key stakeholders and colleagues is a method for ensuring rigor and validity in qualitative research. Once an ingredient was identified, it was considered to be critical if it was either (a) present in all four of the sample programs or (b) themes in the data demonstrated that alterations in the ingredient between programs led to significant differences in informants’ experiences and perceptions.
Results

The research team determined that the following six ingredients were critical to the HFM.

Low-threshold admission policy (LTAP)

Each of the programs had a low-threshold admission policy (LTAP), designed to place as few entry requirements as possible on consumers. Staff discussed the LTAP as the primary feature of their program that made it, and other Housing First programs, unique from the Treatment First programs. Staff discussed how the LTAP eliminated traditional barriers to housing access for chronically homeless consumers and how it was an important starting point for developing strong consumer-staff relationships:

…it’s the entry point for the supportive housing program and [it] sets the foundation for the relationship that the potential resident would have with us. And so having as few barriers as possible is that very important starting point. (staff informant)

While consumers were generally unfamiliar with the exact details of the LTAP, it created what they described as a relatively simple admissions process compared to what they had experienced in Treatment First programs. The general narrative of consumer admissions stories was that someone in the community (e.g., friend, government worker, social worker, clergy member) connected them to the program. Shortly thereafter a staff member came out to meet them and/or they submitted an application with a social service worker in the community or by going to the program office:

When I lost everything I called the nun [whom] I used to volunteer for [and she said], “I need you to go in the shelter for a couple months”…then about two months span time they [staff from the program] called me and told me my apartment was available…I was just thankful that I was able to get in here that soon. (consumer informant)

Consumer stories demonstrated that it took anywhere from one day to one year to be placed in permanent housing. Even consumers who did not access housing for up to one year discussed the admissions process as relatively fast and simple, which speaks to the system barriers to housing that LTAPs aim to address.

Harm reduction

A harm reduction approach to substance use was followed by all programs. Each program worked with consumers to reduce negative consequences associated with drug use rather than requiring complete abstinence (as would be found in a Treatment First program). While staff considered the LTAP to be the mechanism that helped consumers gain access to housing, harm reduction was considered the practice or “tool” used to keep consumers housed:

At one point I think maybe one [Housing First or harm reduction] becomes dominant…[P]articulrly in, when you’re doing case management, I think harm reduction is in the forefront because that’s the practical application…but Housing First is the philosophy we’re working from, which encompasses harm reduction. (staff informant)

The “philosophy” referred to by this staff member is the idea that consumers have a right to housing regardless of the behaviors in which they choose to engage (i.e., the human rights approach that underpins the HFM). In this light, harm reduction stood out as the most essential ingredient for running a successful Housing First program: “[A]ll the time harm reduction [and] Housing First are working hand-and-hand [sic], you can’t have one without
the other at [this program], you just can’t” (staff informant). In fact, while all of the programs considered themselves to operate under the Housing First umbrella, most staff and consumers were more familiar and comfortable using the term “Harm Reduction Housing”.

Consumers regularly described harm reduction as reducing the stress and/or fear related to the possibility of losing their housing due to substance use and “taking the judgment out” of their housing situation. As one consumer explained:

Because I mean that’s scary when your housing is tied to your ability to remain abstinent. I mean you live kind of in a constant fear…It’s not conducive to remaining sober with that kind of pressure, and it’s not conducive to remaining housed…it’s a huge relief when you realize your housing is not tied to your ability to remain abstinent. (consumer informant)

Both staff and consumers felt that the reduction in fear related to harm reduction led to improved staff and consumer relationships because consumers could be open with case managers about their problems without fear of being judged: “I finally found some people I could trust…Cause I always thought I was gonna be judged, whatever I did, and they [the staff] didn’t judge me” (consumer informant). This was a very important ingredient of the HFM for all informants since honesty about substance use often led to consumer eviction in the Treatment First programs with which they were familiar.

Eviction prevention

Eviction prevention, a form of case management intervention aimed at preventing consumer housing loss due to lease violations, has significant overlap with harm reduction in that it helps assure consumers will remain safely and securely housed. The following selection from a staff member demonstrates the importance of eviction prevention to the HFM:

…the ultimate failure to me as far as [the program’s] mission is [a consumer’s] eviction to homelessness…if we used the [H]ousing [First] model but then we said abstinence [only after consumer admission] or we said pay rent or things like that, its failure because ultimately they would end up evicted, back to homelessness you know, and that’s what [this program] was created to try to avoid…. (staff informant)

Because eviction of a consumer was an example of a programmatic failure in all the programs, eviction prevention was necessary to assure program success.

Eviction prevention largely consisted of either the program developing a plan with the consumer to address their behaviors and/or the case manager advocating to the landlord/property manager on behalf of the consumer. Discussions with consumers reinforced the importance of eviction prevention, as they told stories of themselves and of others who were able to remain housed thanks to eviction prevention interventions:

…they [the property manager for the building] was talkin about puttin me out…Well the property management talked to them [the case management staff], and I guess they gave me a good report, so the property management let me stay. (consumer informant)

Negative behavioral symptoms related to mental health and/or substance abuse diagnoses were addressed as a matter for eviction prevention when they became excessive and could include anything from consumers having illegal substances in their unit, to causing disruptions in common areas, to not paying rent on time. While all of these behaviors were usually related to substance use of some kind, the behavior, not the substance use itself, was always the focus of the intervention. For instance, non-payment of rent (consumers were
allowed to manage their own money in all of the programs) related to substance use was the most frequent issue brought up when consumers and staff discussed eviction prevention:

…probably six or seven months after I moved in, I relapsed. So, I went through a period of drug addictions…They [the staff] actually helped me out. I had fallen behind on rent for a few months, so they gave me the opportunity to make up the rent that I hadn’t paid… (consumer informant)

In this and other examples, informants discussed developing realistic approaches (e.g., budgeting so there was money left to pay rent) to dealing with inevitable behaviors related to substance use for consumers who were not ready for and/or accepting of abstinence as a service goal.

**Reduced service requirements**

Each of the programs had significantly reduced service requirements for consumers when compared with traditional Treatment First housing. Informants discussed how allowing consumers to have choice over service participation was a powerful tool for facilitating positive change. Staff largely discussed how giving consumers the choice to participate in services helped facilitate the learning process because it made consumers responsible for their own decisions:

It [giving consumers the choice to participate in services] actually also puts a lot of responsibility on the consumer…And it actually *gives the consumer a lot more responsibility* because they’re making choices, and if they make bad choices they live with the consequences of those choices. And that’s a lesson that a lot of people just have to learn. (staff informant)

Like staff, consumers also discussed how having choice in services led to learning. However, consumers’ discussions focused on how choice increased the meaningfulness of services by allowing them to engage in activities they felt were important and to avoid activities they perceived to be irrelevant. This is demonstrated in the following focus group selection:

…you *shouldn’t be forced* to do something you don’t want to. [A]nd then there’s certain groups that they’ve had in the past you know that I didn’t like and it *didn’t have nothing to do with me or my situation*, so I wouldn’t go, *why waste my time?* (consumer informant)

Consumer beliefs around this issue were frequently rooted in their experiences living in other programs that required them to participate in services: “…they’re taking different approaches…they’re kind of like *more open* to our experience and try to walk with us and kind of *give us a voice*….” (consumer informant)

**Separation between housing and case management roles and responsibilities**

The degree of separation between providers of housing (i.e., property management) and providers of case management services was demonstrated to be important because of its effect on the consumer-staff relationship. While all of the programs had some separation between these two types of providers, it became increasingly difficult for consumers to develop trusting relationships with case managers as the lines between case management and property management roles blurred.

**Staff as rule enforcers**—This blurring was more prevalent in the two single-site programs where case managers often had to act as enforcers of housing rules (i.e., monitoring consumer behavior, making consumers aware of lease violations, and assisting in the eviction process). While there were many examples of positive relationships described...
by consumers at these two programs, there were more examples of indifference and/or negativity in consumer descriptions of their relationships with case managers than in the multiple-site programs: “My case worker, he and him always going at it cause this dude, it be like he be singling me out for some reason…” (consumer informant). Other consumers in single-site programs also described feeling as if their personal boundaries were violated by case managers who were enforcing program rules.

Enforcement of program rules was a significant source of role conflict for case managers in the single-site programs:

[Y]ou know, that is something that I’ve struggled with…let’s say they’re not paying their program fees, so where does that enforcement come from? Does that come from me, you know reminding them?…I’m trying to work with them to maintain their housing, and then, but I’m also the one reminding them, well they’re violating [their lease]…if I worked at [multiple]-site, if there was an issue it would be the landlord going to the participant, going to the participant and or the caseworker, saying this is the problem that I’m having and it’s up to us to advocate for them, instead of [me] work[ing] both roles. (staff informant)

This staff member’s frustration is related to her inability to act solely as an advocate for the consumers with whom she works. However, this staff member also explained that she did not see this strictly as a problem of single-site housing, but as a problem that occurs when case management works on the site where consumer housing is located. When discussing this issue with staff at the two single-site programs, the first author learned that case management offices were formerly located off-site at both before cuts in funding forced relocation to the same site as housing. Staff in both programs described how role conflict was not a problem for case management until their offices were moved.

Staff as advocates—Neither of the multiple-site programs had offices located in any buildings where consumers were housed. The data demonstrate that the roles of case managers and property management were more clearly defined in these two programs. Consumers in these programs rarely discussed being upset over case managers’ enforcement of rules and case managers did not discuss any conflict in their job duties. This suggests that case managers in multiple-site programs were better able to act as advocates for consumers:

I got in a lot of trouble when I first got into [this program] cause I went off the wall…I just was getting high and just didn’t care. I mean things were really out of control. But they really advocated for me. I mean building management was ready to get rid of me and break the lease and get rid of me. But [the staff] really went to bat you know, and then helped me turn things around. So I mean, yeah, they were real dedicated to Housing First. (consumer informant)

Advocacy demonstrated “dedication” to the HFM for this consumer, which points to the importance of clearly defined roles for case managers and property managers in Housing First programs.

Strategies to inform and educate consumers

Consumers’ understandings of housing services were largely based on their histories with Treatment First programs; as one staff member stated: “[Consumers] come to understand that they’re gonna be accepted into a housing program and [they have] to be clean [abstain from substance use]” (staff informant). Consequently, it was very important that programs educated consumers about HFM policies and practices, primarily harm reduction. Data from consumers repeatedly demonstrated that education about the HFM was the mechanism that helped them attach meaning to the choices provided through the ingredients of harm.
reduction and reduced service requirements. Attaching meaning to choices helped consumers feel good about their personal achievements:

After that talk we had [in an educational meeting about harm reduction]…That’s what woke me up, and I still, I wanted to change. *I could do it on my own* where I don’t have to be forced into and I don’t have to report to them about it. (consumer informant)

At the program where consumers received the least education (Program 3 in Table 1), only two of the consumers who participated in individual interviews had ever heard the terms “Housing First” or “harm reduction” before their interview: “I heard it here [for the first time], this is what this interview was about, harm reduction” (consumer informant). This was a major difference from the other programs where the majority of consumers could provide at least a basic definition of one or the other. Staff at this program discussed how they were frustrated over their consumers’ lack of understanding of the HFM and harm reduction:

…she [a consumer who was intoxicated and directed to her room] needed to be educated [about harm reduction]…To be honest, we have offered harm reduction, but it goes in one ear and out the other. It it’s kind of like I feel they need to be *mandated* to attend these classes. (staff informant)

Consumers at this program were not educated about the HFM because it was the only program that did not require consumers to engage in any services. While this staff member’s statement about mandatory services might seem in conflict with the HFM, it is important to note that most HFM programs do require some level of service engagement, though the expectations of consumers are typically much lower than Treatment First programs. Indeed, all of the other programs required consumers to engage in case management services. These services were the primary mechanism through which consumers developed understanding of the model:

[I]t was shortly after that in one of our one-on-one sessions where [my case manager] said…“You realize your housing is not contingent on you being abstinent?” And I hadn’t realized that at that point…*Then things started to change.* I started working real close with them, being honest with them. (consumer informant)

Therefore, the data suggest that consumer education strengthens the impact of harm reduction policies and practices and reduced service requirements on consumer outcomes.

**Discussion**

The findings demonstrate that the first five ingredients discussed—low-threshold admissions policies (LTAP), harm reduction, eviction prevention, reduced service requirements, and separation of housing and services—create a service structure that is considerably more flexible than that of Treatment First housing. Regarding consumer outcomes such as mental health symptoms and substance use, the data suggest that this flexible structure positively affects consumers by reducing the amount of stress they face regarding housing access and permanence. This is supported by previous research that has identified the benefits of secure housing for consumers living with mental health and substance abuse issues. It does this in the following ways: simplifying the housing access process; reducing the number of rules for which consumers can be evicted; and strengthening the consumer relationships with staff—an important source of support that has been demonstrated to positively affect mental health outcomes. However, due to consumers’ experiences with Treatment First programs, consumer education regarding the HFM and its associated practices is an essential component for assuring the benefits of a flexible service structure are fully realized. Without
this education, it is highly likely that consumers will continue to understand and/or act as if they are in a Treatment First program, believing their housing is tenuous and avoiding interaction with staff.

The LTAP, harm reduction, reduced service requirements, and the separation between housing and services have all been discussed to some extent in the HFM research literature and are all cornerstones of the original Pathways model.\textsuperscript{1,14} While the first three of these ingredients were part of the program selection criteria for this study, they were not probed for in interviews with staff and consumers, and the themes related to them emerged directly from the data. Additionally, the findings above add an extra layer to the existing literature in that they unpack many of the processes put into action by these ingredients and begin to illuminate how they affect consumer change.

The fact that harm reduction was identified by informants as the most essential ingredient is significant considering that previous research has demonstrated that this is the most common ingredient to be left out when programs make adaptations to the HFM.\textsuperscript{12} This is likely due to the strength of abstinence-based approaches to substance abuse guided by the biomedical model and moral views of addiction.\textsuperscript{29} Views stemming from these approaches have made it difficult for harm reduction to gain traction in the United States, despite its overwhelming popularity as a public health intervention throughout the rest of the world.\textsuperscript{29}

The current literature does not discuss the importance of eviction prevention or strategies to inform and educate consumers about the HFM. The absence of explicit discussions of eviction prevention as an ingredient of the HFM is surprising considering that: it has been demonstrated to be a key component of permanent supportive housing services in general;\textsuperscript{30} the primary goals of the HFM is housing stability for consumers; and the population the model serves is known to engage in behaviors leading to housing instability.\textsuperscript{1} It is also surprising that the importance of strategies to inform and educate consumers has not been discussed in the previous literature since consumer expectations of programming are likely to be framed by previous experiences with Treatment First programming. This is not to say that consumers cannot come to understand the HFM without explicit education. It is more likely that it will simply take them longer to make the realization, which has the potential to negatively impact individual-level outcomes.

Finally, much of the literature written about the HFM has focused on assertive outreach as one of the main pathways through which programs overcome consumer’s unwillingness to engage with Housing First programs based on their experiences with Treatment First programs.\textsuperscript{1,14} However, assertive outreach was only implemented by one program within the current sample (Program 1 in Table 1). It is possible that the lack of assertive outreach in the programs created a selection process whereby consumers who had less distrust of social services were admitted to programming. However, even staff and consumers at this program did not discuss outreach as important. Future research should look more critically at outreach as an “essential” ingredient of the HFM.

Limitations

The primary limitations of this study are related to the methodology employed. First, qualitative methods make it difficult to establish causality between program ingredients and outcome measures (e.g., housing retention, service engagement, substance use, mental health symptoms). However, the current research does begin to illuminate the processes through which causality can be tested. Second, although the findings are not statistically generalizable, there have already been a number of quantitative studies establishing the link between the HFM and consumer outcomes.\textsuperscript{4,31} Additionally, the bottom-up approach and use of programmatic differences as selection criteria strengthen the theoretical
generalizability of the findings by helping to assure that the findings are relevant to issues related to diffusion of the model and any similarities between the programs were related to the HFM and not any other factors the programs might have shared.²¹

**Implications for Behavioral Health**

Without a thorough understanding of what the components of the HFM are and how they work to affect outcomes, it is likely that programs will continue to make modifications to the HFM. It is also likely that these same programs will attribute outcomes, positive or negative, to a HFM that has not been appropriately implemented. This study adds a unique perspective to the literature on the Housing First model due to the bottom-up approach to understanding its critical ingredients and the processes through which they lead to improved outcomes for consumers. This is an important building block for future research which should be aimed at testing these findings by quantitatively investigating the connections between ingredients of the model and specific consumer outcomes. This will help identify which ingredients are absolutely essential to the model, and thus contribute to the development of fidelity measures that can effectively guide HFM implementation and evaluation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer capacity</th>
<th>Population served</th>
<th>Years providing Housing</th>
<th>Housing type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Chronic homeless with dual diagnosis</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Single-site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>Homeless women</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Single-site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Homeless men with dual diagnosis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Multiple-site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Homeless with HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Multiple-site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>